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The Customs X-Ray Simulator
A new platform for cargo X-ray image interpretation training
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account, how do customs officers

taken into account when recruiting

for improving cargo X-ray screening.

cope when faced with such challeng-

officers.

ACXIS researchers, including CASRA,

ing tasks? What influences their
screening performance?
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A study on the competency of
cargo X-ray screeners
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The EU funded ACXIS project

The Customs X-Ray Simulator

As important as frequent training, is

Combining scientific results from the

Mastering cargo X-ray
screening by adopting airport
security training
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information can be shared nationwide

to unify X-ray images for ACXIS, CASRA
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draw attention to possible smuggling
goods inside the cargo. Also available
to the test user is the button “Waybill”,
which displays a list of additional
information and/or a scanned copy of
the waybill documents. Along with
this, integrated are following image
Figure 1: A user interface of the Customs X-Ray Simulator showing an X-ray image of a container
with smuggled drugs hidden behind the cooler, marked by the object-specific assist frame

enhancements to mimic real-workconditions:

Creation of own content
The Customs X-Ray Simulator is

blocks to launch or conclude a simu-

divided into libraries, modules and

lation and provide theoretical back-

series. The content manager is able to

ground knowledge (Fig. 2).

create customised image libraries by
uploading their own material, e.g.

• NEG: Creates a “negative” of the
image;
• SEN: “Super Enhancement”, increases
the contours;

X-ray images, scans of waybills and/or

Simulator for computer-based
training

manually added information from the

During training, it is important to

waybill. These libraries may be used

expose users to a broad variety of

to create test and training modules

X-ray images depicting prohibited

that can be bundled into series and

objects from different angles in order

assigned to certain persons or groups

to improve their image interpretation

of personnel, with the option to allow

competency and object recognition.

access for a designated period of time.

The interface of the Customs X-Ray
Simulator

features

a

variety

of

• LOW LUM: “Low Luminosity”, reduces
the brightness;
• HIGH

LUM:

“High

Luminosity”,

increases the brightness;
• B/W: “Black/White”, displays the
image in grey scales;

For example, series A contains objects

supportive functions. In addition to

hidden between pallets in the con-

the zoom function, the object-specific

• PSEUDO COLOURS: Colours the

tainer, whereas series B contains

assist frame (Fig. 2) is designed to

image, 4 available colour schemes.

objects attached to the walls and the
cooler of the ULD (Fig. 1). If an increase
in frequency of one of the two smuggling methods is being registered at a
specific border, series A or B can be
assigned to the staff of the affected
checkpoint for training purposes. New
cases can also be uploaded to the
library and allocated to the corresponding module. The images and case specific information may be exchanged
with other national customs agencies
on a centralised database.
Furthermore, it is possible to create
individual information slides or slide
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Figure 2: A content management overview of the Customs X-Ray Simulator software
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Immediate feedback

officers by enhancing their visual

When a screener correctly reports

knowledge of X-ray images.

that an X-ray image contains an item

UK Department of Transport. (2016). Road Freight Statistics: United

that does not match the waybill

Kingdom October 2014 – September 2015. Retrieved from

and/or is prohibited, the response is

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attach-

counted as a hit. If an incorrect

ment_data/file/522637/road-freight-statistics-oct-2014-sep2015.pdf

answer has been given, the response

UK Department of Transport. (2015). UK Port Freight Statistics: 2014.

is categorised as a false alarm. The

Retrieved from https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/sys-

customs screening officer is presented

tem/uploads/attachment_data/file/465439/port-freight-statistics-

with trial feedback after each image

2014.pdf

and a block feedback after he or she
completes a training session. In the
Schwaninger, A., Hardmeier, D., & Hofer, F. (2005). Aviation security

trial feedback window the photo-

screeners’ visual abilities and visual knowledge measurement. IEEE

graph, X-ray image, the training time

Aerospace and Electronic Systems, 20(6), 29-35.

and further details of the simulated
scenario can be examined (Fig. 3).

Administration and reporting
functions

Figure 3: Display of the feedback feature on
the interface of the Customs X-Ray Simulator
training program

Michel, S., Mendes, M., de Ruiter, J., Koomen, G., & Schwaninger,
A. (2014). Increasing X-ray image interpretation competency of
cargo security screeners. International Journal of Industrial Ergonomics,
44, 551-560.

Thanks to the administration functions,

the nationwide review and exchange

users can be monitored and managed

of images and information between

easily. New user accounts can be swiftly

different customs sites.

imported via templates and organised
in user groups. The reporting functions

In the future, Customs Administrations

provide

with

from different nations will be able to

overviews of each user’s training, test

extend their knowledge worldwide by

behaviour, and results. Reports may be

operating on a shared database of valid,

exported for further data analysis.

standardised, high quality images.

Centralised database

As shown throughout this article,

X-ray images, information from the

scientific results have demonstrated

waybill, registration documents, and

that there is large potential for

customised tags can be uploaded on

improvement in cargo X-ray screen-

to the shared database. The applica-

ing. The use of a computer-based

tion

fully

training, such as the Customs X-Ray

web-based clients by using HTML5

Simulator, can significantly improve

and AngularJS. The software can be

the detection performance of customs

used on-premises, by installing it on a

screening officers. Not only allows this

server, located on the customs admin-

new platform the exchange of knowl-

istration’s premises. In this case, the

edge, experiences and information

configuration data and the user’s

relevant for successful image interpre-

results are stored on a local cen-

tation, but it also positively impacts

tralised database. This option enables

the real, day-to-day work of customs

the

administrator

architecture

supports
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Improving border inspection procedures
for cargo transports
The increasing volume of trade combined to a broad variety
of risks brings the necessity to improve the inspection
procedures. In cargo inspection, the X-ray screening plays an
important role and in this framework the ACXIS project aims
to increase the performance in terms of detection but also
in terms of throughput, for existing and future facilities or
mobile scanners. New automated analysis algorithms and a
manufacturer independent reference database are the core
of the developments of this project. Combined with a new
training platform for screening officers, these developments
will contribute to a quantifiable progress in the performance
of the screening process.
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